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the bad consequences
of mistakesthat
get made.The task of an exam, then, is
not to ensurethat a student has learned
something or will learn something by
studying for it, but rather to protect society and a profession by eliminating
weak or improperly prepared students
who sornehowgot that far in the program. Whether I agree with Agassi's
substantive conclusions regarding the
qualifying exam is unimportant here,
since that conclusion might also be
reachablefrom different premises.My
point is to cite Agassitsarticle as an example of the infiltration of unstatedfallibilist assumptionsinto argumentsover
practical matters affecting educational
procedure.
I hope to show that fallibilism is a
mistake:not only a harmlessphilosophical mistake,but also a terrible mistake
in view of its long-rangesocialand eduThen we shall see
cationalconsequences.
what can be done to remedy this mistake.
Wsv F'anrBrlrsM rs A
Mtsrarp
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Fallibilism begins with the recogni((to be
tion of the old maxim that
human is to err.tt But, this doctrinegoeson
to say that sincewe do make mistakes,
we should organiz-eour social institutions (and perhaps also our private
lives) in sucha way that, if belief or action turns out to have been mistaken,
we have sufthen the bad consequences
fered will not have beentoo frequentor
too severe.Instead of hoping for the
best and gambling on a favorable outcome, the fallibilist pessimisticallyassumesthe worst and works to minimize
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his losses.All action must be basedon
the premise that we cannot be sure we
are right, so we should protectourselves
from the bad consequences
of error by
not going too far in the direction we
considerright.
This is indeed an anxiousage we live
in. Young people atruid of being rejected decideto play safe and not commit themselvesto loving someone;citizensdecidenot to participatein socialaction groupsbecause
the problemsare too
comolex to be understood and because
the iitizens fear they might support the
wrong group or policy; spectatorsremain on the sidelinesand watch mayhem rather than getting involved or
committed. Teachers (especiallyat the
collegelevel) decidenot to give grades,
or else to give the samegrade to everyone. Impartial testing procedures,which
teacherstraditionallv used to shift the
responsibilityfor judging grades, have
been shown to have limited reliability
and validity, and the teachersare afraid
to make intuitive judgments. Whether
they know it or not, thesepeopleare all
behaving in conformitv with fallibilist
theory.
The fallibilists warn us of the dire
consequences
of totalitarianism. Typically, when one group forces its will
upon another,the ruling group justifies
its use of force by claiming that it posTruth so its judgments are Right.
sesses
Such claims are usually mistaken, and
tyrants typically make such claims cynically with full awarenessof pulling a
hoax. Given the present moral vacuum
and the absenceof trust and community,
we are indeed vulnerable to a totalitarian takeover.But the fallibilist remedy
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is too sweepingand is itself totalitarian.
The fallibilist remedy is either to deny
that there is Truth or to deny that anyone could possessand implement it. If
such a doctrine is adopted,the practical
result will be a further erosionof trust
and community without hope of restoration. Hope is predicatedon the assumption that there is an answer and we
might find it, but fallibilism would refuse to acknowledgeTruth even if it
were discoveredand proclaimed. The
way to refute a totalitarian is to show
that his conceptionof Truth or Right is
mistaken,not to deny that there are such
things.If someonereally doesknow the
Truth and is benevolent,then we should
follow him. The proper question is
((Does really know the
he
Truthl" or
('Is he
really benevolentl"
In the absenceof faith, trust, and
community, the fallibilist relies upon
empirical data, methodology, and due
process.Unwilling to trust an intuitive
judgment, he demands evidence or a
method for producing evidence.The result is that our societyhascometo define
truth as whatever rvorks, or whatever
scienceprovesto us. F'or example,in the
area of law, we may know intuitively or
even from scientificevidencethat someone is guilty of a crime, but becausewe
do not trust ourselvesor othersto determine guilt, we set up a method known
as '(due processof law." If a truly guilty
person can hire a sufficiently skillful
lawyer to play the game of due process,
((not
the criminal may be judged
guilty." Likewise, truly innocentpeople
(((guilty." we
may be judged
If
rely entirely upon methodologyand proof, the
result is that, so far as the social system
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is concerned,a person is what he is
judged to be accordingto the rules of
due process.A person ls what he is
treated as, and how he is treated dependsupon his skill in manipulatingthe
system(or the skill of those he hires to
help him). An idea which has been
shown to be false by the scientific
method ls false.A student whoserecord
is poor is a poor student.Someone'sI.Q.
is the adjustedscorehe gets on the I.Q.
test. Motives ore actions, conceptsare
operations,and the messagels the medium.
C. S. Lewis in The Abolition of Man
shows how this orientation has penetrated into the schoolcurriculum. Children are taught that valuesare nothing
more than superstitiousprivate sentiments, and that value statementsare
nothing more than meaninglessmumblings or propagandaaimed at making
someoneelse have the samesentiments.
Lewis points out that two choicesare
open if this view is correct:either abolish value commitments,in which casesociety will fall apart due to lack of community, or elsethosein power may cynically adopt and propagandize some
value for private motives,Lewis demonstratesthat if sciencesucceeds
in giving
us more powerful controls over natural
forceswhile educationteachespeople to
debunkvalues,man will destroyhis own
humanity to becomean efficientslave of
his crudest and strongestpassions.We
are already seeing the beginnings of
such outcomesin our own societyas fallibilism is more pervasivelyadopted.
Strictly speaking,it is relativism that
is to blame for the presentchaos.Relativism is the befief that there are no
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Truths, so that eachpersonhas a legitimate right to createhis own beliefs and
make his own choices.Relativismis one
face of a two-facedJanus whose other
sideis called'(absurdism":
the beliefthat
life hasno inherentmeaningand that we
mustcreateour own meaningsin the face
of chaos.Pure fallibilism is neutral on
the questionwhetherthereis Truth. Perhaps there are fallibilists who believe
there is Truth, but in any event all fallibilists emphasize the importance of
doubting, hedging one'sbets,and living
in fear of error. The ooint is that a fallibilist is committed to the idea that we
should not make commitments.He believes that Truth is not yet known (or
known to be Truth), and he would refuseto pledge his total allegianceto any
particularTruth even if it cameright up
and punchedhim in the nose,for fear
that it might be Error instead.Fallibilists have a kind of paranoia,which they
share with the philosopher Descartes,
who wondered whether we can ever be
surethe Devil isn't fooling us.
The practicalresult is that fallibilists
who are true to their doctrine of fallibilism alwaysbehaveexactlylike relativists
and nervous absurdists-they always
choosewithout hope of being sure that
their choice is really right. Fallibilists
who do believe there is Truth may be
nervous about making a choice, while
those who are out-and-out absurdists
may gleefully or cynically grab the
golden ring. But fallibilists make choices
the same way relativists do, and are
committed to keeping it that way.
Flence,accordingto his own Pragmatist
criterion that truth is what happens(as
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discussedabove), or that what is true
for all practicalpurposesls true, the fallibilist ls a relativist. Accordingly, the
fallibilist must acceptblame for the evil
consequences
of relativism. In addition,
the fallibilist must acceptspecialblame
for robbing people of hope that Truth
might be found and acted upon with
commitment. And since, according to
the fallibilists,a doctrine is to be rejected if it leads to bad consequences,
then by this very criterionof their own
they must reject their doctrine of fallibilism on account of the bad consequencesit has already led to and the
worseconsequences
that lie aheadif the
doctrine spreadsfurther.
rse F,rrsEDocrnrur
Wuv Fer.r.rBrLrsM
It is important to realizethat fallibilism is a normativetheory of methodology. That is, fallibilism is a theory
which tries to tell us hou' we sltould.behave, and horv rve sltould go about accepting or rejecting beliefs. In the area
of fact, fallibilism says that we should
use scientificmethod to disprove theories that are are false, and we should
temporarily accept as working hypothesesthosetheorieswhich have been
well tested but have not yet been disproved. We accept such corroborated,
un-disproved theories without strong
commitment, however, and we never
have any way of being sure they are
true, sincetomorrow may bring new evidencewhich would refute them. In the
area of value, fallibilism is less clear
about the details of how we should
choose our preferences,although the
general idea remainsthe same:if action
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based on a given value leads to grief, then, we recall the openingsentencein
then the value shouldbe rejected;also, this paper: fallibilism is a firm commitno value should ever be the object of ment to the notion that we should not
permanent commitment, because to- make firm commitments.Now, that is
morrow it may lead us to undesirable obviouslya most blatant caseof internal
consequences.
self-contradiction
!
Since fallibilism is itself a value preHowever, the fallibilist mav say that
scription (about how we should conduct we have not representedhis theory accuthe activitiesof theory-construction
and rately. He may say that his theory
commitment-making),and since falli- shouldbe definedas follows: fallibilism
bilism leads to disastrousconsequencesis the temporarily acceptcd working
(as shown previously),and sincefalli- principle that we should not make firm
bilism tells us to reject values that lead commitments. Another rvav of saying
therefore fallibil- the samething is: hold everythingopen
to bad consequences,
ism tells us that fallibilismshouldbe re- to criticism and possiblerejection (injected. There are some philosophers cluding this principleitself), and accept
who would not agree with fallibilismts temporarily whatever can be tested,has
contentionthat theories leading to bad been well tested, and has not been reshould be rejected. Per- jected. According to this new characterconsequences
hapsa theory may be true or acceptable ization, known as ttcomprehensively
even though it does lead to bad conse- critical rationalism" (CCR), fallibilism
Thus, it is important to find ad- appearsto be self consistent,becauseit
quences.
ditional reasonsto reject fallibilism, not holds even fallibilism itself opento critiby showing that it leads to bad conse- cism and possiblerejection.We might
quences,but by showing that there is well question whether in practice the
something intrinsically wrong with the fallibilists hold their own theory onl1'
theory apart from its consequences.
tentatively. In fact, every fallibilist I
As a matter of fact, we have already know of is extremely dogmaticabout his
shown some reasonswhy fallibilism is commitment to fallibilism. Nevertheintrinsically unacceptable.Virtually ev- less, we must now consider whether
eryone agreesthat a theory must be in- CCR (comprehensively critical ratioternally consistentif it is to be accept- nalist) fallibilism is theoretically possiable. Yet, we have just now seen how ble.
One of the things emphasizedin the
the theory of fallibilism rejectsitself according to its own criterion for rejecting CCR theory of fallibilism is testability.
theories (i.e., we should reject theories Any statementor theory must be meanPerhaps ingful before it can even be considered
that lead to bad consequences).
somewill think that this self-rejectionis as a candidatefor a temporarily accepted
not truly a case of internal self<ontra- working hypothesis,and in order to be
diction becauseit dependsupon a judg- meaningful it is necessarythat a statement of contingent fact. V.ry well, ment or theory be testable(i.e., capable
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of being shown to be false if it is false).
But CCR is not itself testoble.If everything is held open to criticismand possible rejection,then nothing is ever completely accepted.This meansthat when
a statementis criticized,the criticism itself must be forever held open to criticism and possiblerejection. Therefore
no criticism (and no number of criticisms) can ever fully succeedin overturning any statementor theory. This
meansthat CCR is unworkablein practice as applied to other theories.It also
means that CCR is itself unfalsifiable,
sinceCCR would require that all criticisms of CCR must remain open to
doubt, no criticism of CCR could ever
be completely accepted, and nothing
could ever succeedin overturning CCR.
But if CCR is unfalsifiableand untestable, then accordingto its own criterion
for meaningfulnessand temporary acceptability,CCR is not meaningfuland
should not be entertainedas even a temporary working hypothesis. Thus we
have shown that the CCR theory of fallibilism is internally self-contradictory.
F-+rrn, Florr, aHp CHenrty
There is a famous old proverb of unknown origin, which is obviously relevant to our concernshere. According to
this proverb,there are four kinds of people:
He who knows not, and knows not he
knows not:
He is a fool-shun him;
FIe who knowsnot, and knows he knows
not:
He is simple-teach him;
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FIe who knolvsand knowsnot he knows:
He is asleep-rvakehim;
He who knows and knows he knows:
FIe is rvise-follow him.
Fallibilists are peoplewho claim that
nobody knows anything for certain,but
that they, the fallibilists, are at least
aware of their own ignoranceand are
seekingto alert the rest of us to our
commonignorance.Accordingto a fallibilist interpretationof the proverb,then,
most people are fools and should be
shunned, while fallibilists are simple
and are open to instruction.The trouble
is that fallibilists may be simple, but
they are alsoextremely full of pride and
are therefore unteachable.The plain
fact is that fallibilists are proud of knowing that they are ignorant, for they feel
that this is what distinguishesthem
from everyoneelsewho is ignorant. Fallibilists dogmatically refuse to give up
ignorance-their doctrine requiresthem
always to doubt everything, and they
would never make a commitment even
if Truth came riding down the street
heraldedby trumpets.
As Plato shorvsin Meno, a student is
not ready for instruction until he has
recognized his own ignoranceand has
enough humility to make a genuine.and
contrite confessionof ignorance.A student must beg for enlightenment.But
begging for enlightenment,or seeking
the Truth, is based on the assumption
that enlightenment or Truth existsand
and can be known. A studentmust have
faith that there is somethingfor him to
discover,and that he is capableof discovering it. Also, a student must trust
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his teacherto help him. Finally, when
truth is discovered,the student knows
he has discoveredit and makes a firm
personalcommitmentto what he knows.
Fallibilists are not at all humble, they
are proud of knowing that they are ignorant, they have no faith that Truth can
be known (if indeed it exists at all),
they trust nobody, and they are unwilling to make firm commitments to beliefs. Fallibilists would make very bad
students.
But the last half of the proverb gives
us causefor hope, especiallyin view of
Plato's theory. According to Plato, everyone begins life asleep. The great
Truths are presentin all of us, but are
buried and forgotten. The task of the
teacheris to help us rememberthem.
We know, but heve forgotten that we
know, and the teachercan help us come
to know that we know. Those who not
only have knowledgebut are also aware
of their knowledgeare wise.The rest of
us, in the absenceof wisdom, have the
duty to follow the teachingsof rrisemen
while seekingwisdom for ourselves.
The fallibilists observedthat nothing
can be successfullyproved by justification, and correctlyconcludedthat justificational rationalism should be abandoned. But then they mistakenly drew
the further conclusionthat firm commitments should not be made.Likewise,we
have seenin this paper that nothing can
be successfullydisproved by criticism,
and rve have concludedthat (comprehensively) critical rationalismshould be
abandoned.But it would be a mistaketo
draw the further conclusionthat firm reiectionsshould not be made. There can
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be knowledge, commitment, and rejection without justificational or critical
proof. Truth is its own credential,and
requires no proof to the knower. But
knowledge is ineffable.The task of socalled "proof" (either justificationor
criticism)is to explainthe unexplainable
to someoneeise.Obviouslv, proof must
always fail to be complete. But it can
help lead someoneto the point wherehe
cantake a leap bevond the proof to understandTruth. Although proof technically fails, Truth existsand can be discovered.The existence
of Truth and its
discoverabilitygive us hope for finding
it, and we should commit ourselvesto
searchfor it.
Of coursewe must take precautionsin
the absenceof wisdom. If everyone is
completely ignorant about something,
then the only sane thing to do is to
adopt fallibilist techniquesfor minimizing the effects of decisionsthat might
turn out to be bad. When total ignorance prevails, an ounce of fallibilism
can prevent a pound of dangerous,vacuum-filling over-commitment.But the
use of fallibilist techniquesfor curbing
speculati'r'eexcessesmust be carefully
separated from the vicious, dogmatic
commitment to fallibilism described
earlier as a terrible mistake. If fatlibilism succeeds
in robbing us of hope that
truth might yet be discoveredand implemented,then all is lost. This is the
great danger of modern times.
Very seldom is everyonetotally isnorant. Even when a puzzle or mystery remains unsolved,we can tell whether we
are getting closer to a solution, and
some people make progressfaster than
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others. There are degrees of wisdom,
and those who have more wisdom
should be in positions of greater social
power and pedagogicalinfuence. Let us
have faith that Truth exists,let us hope
to find, teach, and implement it, and let
us be charitable in helping those less
wise than ourselves.
Ant.totetln
A
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